In this paper, we introduce a novel model-based approach for constructing correct distributed implementation of component-based models constrained by priorities. We argue that model-based methods are especially of interest in the context of distributed embedded system due to their inherent complexity. Our three-phase method's input is a model specified in terms of a set of behavioural components that interact through a set of high-level synchronization primitives (e.g., rendezvous and broadcasts) and priority rules for scheduling purposes. Our technique, first, transforms the input model into a model that has no priorities. Then, it transforms the deprioritized model into another model that resolves distributed conflicts by incorporating a solution to the committee coordination problem. Finally, it generates distributed code using asynchronous point-topoint send/receive primitives. All transformations preserve the properties of their input model by ensuring observational equivalence. The transformations are implemented and our experiments validate their effectiveness.
INTRODUCTION
Correct design and implementation of computing systems has been an ongoing research topic in the past three decades. This problem is significantly more challenging in the context of distributed systems due to a number of factors such as non-determinism, non-atomic execution of processes, race conditions, and occurrence of faults. Correctness of distributed implementations is of significant importance in the context of embedded applications, as such applications are often employed in safety-critical systems. Model-based development of embedded distributed applications aims at increasing their integrity by using explicit models employed in clearly defined transformation steps leading to correct-byconstruction artifacts. This approach is beneficial, as one can ensure functional correctness of the system by dealing with a high-level formally specified model that abstracts implementation details and then derives a correct implementation through a series of transformations that terminates when an actual executable code is obtained.
In this paper, we focus on the BIP framework [5] as our formal modelling language. BIP (Behaviour, Interaction, Priority) is based on a semantic model encompassing composition of heterogeneous components. The behaviour of components is described as an automaton or Petri net extended by data and functions given in C++. BIP uses a diverse set of composition operators for obtaining composite components from a set of components. The operators are parametrized by a set of interactions between the composed components. Finally, priorities are used to specify different scheduling mechanisms 1 . Transforming a BIP model into a distributed implementation involves addressing three fundamental issues:
1. Concurrency: Components and interactions should be able to run concurrently while respecting the sequential semantics of the high-level model.
Conflict resolution:
Interactions that share a common component can potentially conflict with each other.
Enforcing priorities:
When two interactions can execute simultaneously, the one with higher priority must be executed.
These issues introduce challenging problems in a distributed setting. The conflict resolution issue can be addressed by incorporating solutions to the committee coordination problem [9] for implementing multiparty interactions. For example, Bagrodia [2] proposes different solutions with different degrees of parallelism. The most distributed solution is based on the drinking philosophers problem [8] , and has inspired the approaches by Pérez et al. [14] and Parrow et al. [13] . In the context of BIP, a transformation addressing all the three challenges through employing centralized scheduler is proposed in [4] . Moreover, in [6, 7] , we propose transformations that address the concurrency issue by breaking the atomicity of interactions and conflict resolution by embedding a solution to the committee coordination problem in a distributed fashion. On the contrary, designing transformations that enforce priorities between interactions in a distributed setting remains unaddressed in spite of the vital role specifying priorities plays in designing systems.
Motivation
Priorities are widely used in system design, as a way of scheduling events. Below, we present examples of how applying priorities can guide a system to satisfy certain properties:
• Ensuring safety. Safety properties are normally of the form "nothing bad happens during the system execution". In the context of concurrent and distributed computing, such bad things are often due to existence of a set of processes competing over a resource. Priorities can be used to resolve such race conditions. For instance, one way to prevent two processes to enter a critical section simultaneously is to give explicit priority to one process. Dynamic priorities can then be used to ensure non-starvation.
• Improving performance.
In distributed systems, it is often the case that certain resources have higher demands. For example, in group mutual exclusion [10] , as Mittal and Mohan argue [12] , in many commonly considered systems, group access requests 1 Although our focus is on BIP, all results in this paper can be applied to any model that is specified in terms of a set of components synchronized by broadcast and rendezvous interactions. are non-uniform. Hence, in order to improve the performance, it is reasonable to devise algorithms that give priority to groups that require resources with higher demand. A concrete example of group mutual exclusion is the well-known readers/writers problem. In most cases, we give priority to readers to improve the performance.
• Reducing non-determinism. Non-determinism in distributed and concurrent computing is one of the sources of obtaining a diverse set of behaviours. In many scenarios and in particular, in embedded applications, it is desirable to guide the system to behave in a certain predictable fashion.
The main challenge in ensuring priorities in a distributed setting is their correct implementation. This is due to the fact that components need to obtain a reliable knowledge about enabledness of interactions, so that only the interaction with highest priority is executed. In [3] , the authors propose a model checking approach that determines whether actions of a given Petri net can be executed without violating priority rules. However, the downside of this approach is (1) it has scaling issues, as it uses model checking, and (2) in most cases the local knowledge of processes is shown to be insufficient to decide whether or not an action can be executed. Other approaches include applying customized algorithms to implement priority rules for specific problems in distributed computing (e.g., [12] ).
These examples demonstrate the demand for developing methods that automatically construct a correct distributed implementation by starting from a high-level model along with a set of priority rules. This way, all implementation issues are dealt with by transformation algorithms and designers only need to make minimal effort to develop models.
Contributions
Our contributions in this paper are as follows:
• We propose a transformation that, given a high-level BIP model with priorities, generates a BIP model without priorities, that behaves equivalently. This corresponds to the first step in Figure 1 .
• We show the correctness of this transformation by proving that the initial and transformed models are observationally equivalent.
• We apply the transformation introduced in [7] to derive a distributed model, where multiparty interactions are implemented in terms of asynchronous point-to-point send/receive primitives. This corresponds to the second step in Figure 1 . From this distributed model, we generate distributed code, as explained in [6, 7] , which completes the design flow from the initial BIP model with priorities to a correct distributed implementation.
• Finally, we validate the effectiveness of our approach by modelling a jukebox application in BIP and conducting experiments on the generated distributed code. The jukebox application incorporates priorities to manage demands on reading discs and our experiments show that the overhead of our transformations has minimal effect on the benefit of using priorities.
Organization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the basic semantics model of BIP. Then, in Section 3, we describe our transformation for deriving a model that has no priorities. Our approach for deriving a distributed model and code is presented in Section 4. We discuss our case study and experimental results in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.
BASIC SEMANTIC MODELS OF BIP
In this section, we present operational global state semantics of BIP [5] . BIP is a component framework for constructing systems by superposing three layers of modelling: Behaviour, Interaction, and Priority. Atomic Components. We define atomic components as transition systems extended with a set of ports and a set of variables. Each transition is guarded by a predicate on the variables, triggers an update function, and is labelled by a port. The ports are used for communication among different components and each port is associated with a subset of variables of the component.
Definition 1 (Atomic Component
). An atomic component B is a labelled transition system represented by a tuple (Q, X, P, T ) where:
• Q is a set of control states.
• X is a set of variables.
• We denote X the set of valuations on X, and Q × X the set of local states. Let (q, v) and (q , v ) be two states in Q × X, p be a port in P , and v p be a valuation in Xp of Here g is always true and f is the identity function.
Interactions. For a model built from a set of n atomic components
, we assume that their respective sets of ports and variables are pairwise disjoint; i.e., for any two i = j in {1..n}, we require that P i ∩ Pj = ∅ and X i ∩ Xj = ∅. Thus, we define the set P = n i=1 Pi of all ports in the model as well as the set X = n i=1 Xi of all variables. An interaction a is a triple (P a, Ga, Fa), where P a ⊆ P is a set of ports, Ga is a guard, and Fa is an update function, both defined on the variables associated by the ports in P a (i.e., p∈Pa Xp). By Pa = {pi}i∈I , we mean that for all i ∈ I, p i ∈ Pi, where I ⊆ {1..n}. We denote by Priorities. Given a set γ of interactions, a priority between two interactions specifies which one is preferred over the other. We define such priorities through a partial order π ⊆ γ × γ. We write aπb if (a, b) ∈ π, which means that a has less priority than b. Note that if the system does not contain any priority, we may omit π.
Definition 3 (Composite Component Semantics).

The behaviour of a composite component without priority
Xi and → γ is the least set of transitions satisfying the rule:
We define the behaviour of the composite component B = πγ(B 1, . . . , Bn) as the transition system (Q, γ, X, →π) where → π is the least set of transitions satisfying the rule:
(b) A BIP composite component that sorts integers ni, obtained by gluing 4 atomic components using 3 interactions.
Figure 2: Atomic and composite components in BIP
Intuitively, the first inference rule specifies that a composite component B = γ(B 1, . . . , Bn) can execute an interaction a ∈ γ, iff (1) for each port p i ∈ Pa, the corresponding atomic component B i can execute a transition labelled by p i, and (2) the guard Ga of the interaction evaluates to true in the current state. Execution of the interaction modifies components' variables by first applying update function F a to associated variables and then function fi inside each component. The states of components that do not participate in the interaction stay unchanged. The second inference rule simply filters out transitions which are not maximal with respect to priorities. A transition is executed only if no other one with higher priority is enabled. It may be desirable to always execute interaction a when possible. This can be done by adding the two priority rules bπa and cπa. We denote the obtained component by πγ(B 1, . . . , B 4). We will use this example to illustrate the transformations presented in this paper.
We now introduce the notion of conflicting interactions. Intuitively, two interactions a 1 and a2 are weakly conflicting iff they share a common component. This kind of conflict is called weak because it is weaker than the definition of conflict in [7] , that we call here strong conflict. Two interactions are strongly conflicting iff they share a common port or there is a couple of ports with one member in each interaction such that these two ports label two conflicting transitions of the same component. Clearly, strong conflict implies weak conflict but the converse is not true.
Definition 4 (Weak Conflict
DEPRIORITIZING A BIP MODEL
In this section, we describe our approach to transform a BIP model B into an equivalent model without priorities, denotedB. Intuitively, our transformation proceeds as follows:
1. First, it replaces atomic components in B by functionally equivalent send/receive atomic components, where atomicity of transitions and interactions is broken. This first transformation, already used in [4, 6, 7] separates the synchronization from computation on component transitions and enables the concurrent execution of atomic components.
2. Secondly, it inserts manager components for handling interactions. These managers detect enabledness of interactions and schedule them for execution according to priority rules. Managers interact with each other through multi-party interactions in order to maintain a consistent view on the state of the system.
Breaking Atomicity
The transformation of atomic components splits each transition into two consecutive steps: (i) an offer that publishes the current state of the component, and (ii) a notification that triggers the update function. The intuition behind this transformation is that the offer transition corresponds to sending information about component's intention to interact with the other components. The notification transition receives the response from the scheduler, once some interaction has been completed. Local update functions can then be executed concurrently and independently by components upon notification reception.
The offer transition publishes its enabled ports through a special port named o. Enabled ports are encoded through a list of Boolean variables. After the computation of the local function, this list is updated to the ports that are enabled at the next control state. Notification transitions are triggered by corresponding ports from the original atomic component.
Definition 5 (Transformed atomic components).
Let B = (Q, X, P, T ) be an atomic component. The corresponding transformed atomic component is
• Q ⊥ = Q ∪ {⊥s |s ∈ Q}.
• X ⊥ = X ∪ {xp}p∈P , where each xp is a Boolean variable indicating whether port p is enabled. Figure 3 shows the transformed version of the atomic component shown in Figure 2(a) . Initially, the component is in busy state ⊥ s and the value of xp is true; i.e., the component is willing to interact on port p. Then, it sends an offer through port o containing the current values of x p and n and reaches stable state s. The reception of a notification corresponds to the p-labelled transition that brings back the component to the initial busy state.
Interaction Managers
The set of managers are introduced to execute interactions according to the global semantics of the original BIP model described in Section 2. To this end, a manager component for an interaction a has to (i) detect enabledness of a by listening to offers sent by atomic components, (ii) trigger the execution of a, (iii) notifies atomic components as well as the other conflicting managers, whenever the interaction is executed.
Let us observe that if two interactions are weakly conflicting, then executing one can change the status of the other. • The set of ports P and their associated variables is presented in Table 1 .
• The set of transitions T and their intuitive meaning is presented in Table 2 . 
Connecting Managers
The transformed atomic components and interaction managers are interconnected using three types of interactions: (i) offer interactions where components send their enabled ports to corresponding managers, (ii) notification interactions where managers notify components after execution of an interaction, and (iii) schedule interactions where priority rules are handled.
We now formally define the deprioritized model, by specifying how we connect the components defined so far. Let γ (i) denote the set of all interactions in γ that involve the component B i. Figure 5 presents the deprioritized model from Figure  2 (b). Please note that the port names have been shortened for space reasons (e.g. s a and da stand for starta and disa respectively. For offer and notification interactions, we interpret a triangle port as a send port (i.e., for sending offers) and bullet port as a receive port (i.e., for receiving offers). Note that offers and notifications only copy variables between components and managers.
Definition 7 (Deprioritized model). Given a model
If we assume priorities bπa and cπa for the model in Figure  2 to false in M b , since B2 will become busy. b has less priority than a and is weakly conflicting with both a and c, thus Pb = {start b , ⊕disa, ⊕c}. c has less priority than a and is weakly conflicting with b, thus Pc = {startc, disa, ⊕ b }.
Correctness
We now show that the above transformation preserves the semantics of the original BIP model. By preserving the original semantics, we mean ensuring observational equivalence between the original model and the transformed model. This is proved in Theorem 1.
Let 
→.
We recall the definition of observational equivalence of two transition systems A = (Q A, P ∪ {β}, →A) and B = (Q B , P ∪ {β}, →B). It is based on the usual definition of weak bisimilarity [11] , where β-transitions are considered unobservable. The same definition is trivially extended for atomic and composite BIP components.
Definition 8 (Weak Simulation). A weak simulation over A and B, denoted A ⊂ B, is a relation
A weak bisimulation over A and B is a relation R such that R and R −1 are both weak simulations. We say that A and B are observationally equivalent and we write A ∼ B if for each state of A there is a weakly bisimilar state of B and conversely. We consider the correspondence between observable actions of B andB as follows. To each interaction a ∈ γ, where γ is the set of interactions of B, we associate the schedule interactionã ofB.
Proof. We define the relation R between the states of B and the states ofB as follows: the couple (q, q) is in the relation R if the states of atomic components B
. We show that R is an observational equivalence by proving the next three assertions:
(ii) If (q, q) ∈ R andqã →r then ∃r : q a → r and (r, r) ∈ R. The point (i) comes from the definition of R.
(ii) If the interactionã is enabled, then manager M a is in state en, which implies that at equivalent state q:
• All ports of a are enabled and the guard Ga is true, since the guard of the τ en transition is true
• No higher priority interaction is enabled sinceã is enabled only when managers corresponding to such interactions are in state dis. 
BUILDING A DISTRIBUTED MODEL: THE 3-TIER ARCHITECTURE
Once we construct a model with no priorities as prescribed in Section 3, one can apply the technique presented in [6] to generate distributed code. We now briefly recap this technique. The code generation is accomplished in two steps. First, from a given BIP model, we generate another BIP model that only incorporates asynchronous message passing as interactions (denoted SR-BIP). Then, we transform the SR-BIP model into a set of executables -one per atomic component -that communicate using asynchronous message passing primitives such as MPI or TCP sockets. We only review the first step.
Distributed execution of interactions may introduce conflicts even if we do not consider priorities. Thus, our target SR-BIP model in a transformation should have the following three properties: (1) preserving the behaviour of each atomic component, (2) preserving the behaviour of interactions, and (3) resolving conflicts in a distributed manner. Moreover, we require that interactions in the target model are asynchronous message passing.
We design our target BIP model based on the three tasks identified above, where we incorporate one tier for each task. Since several distributed algorithms exist in the literature for conflict resolution, we design the tier corresponding to conflict resolution so that it provides appropriate interfaces with minimal restrictions. As a running example, we use the part of the model presented in Figure 5 the transformation explained in Subsection 3.1 to break atomicity), and
n are copied from the deprioritized model, since they have already been transformed by the deprioritization.
Interaction Protocol. This tier consists of a set of components each hosting a set of interactions from the deprioritized BIP model. Conflicts between interactions included in the same component are resolved by that component locally. For instance, interactionsã andb in Figure 5 are grouped into component IP 1 in Figure 6 . Thus, the conflict betweeñ a andb is handled locally in IP 1. To the contrary, the conflict betweenb andc has to be resolved using the third tier of our model. The interaction protocol also evaluates the guard of each interaction and executes the code associated with an interaction that is selected locally or by the upper tier. The interface between this tier and the component tier provides ports for receiving enabled ports from each component and notifying the components on permitted port for execution (ports nã, nb, nc).
Conflict Resolution Protocol.
This tier accommodates an algorithm that solves the committee coordination problem [9] to resolve conflicts between interactions hosted in separate interaction protocol components. For instance, the external conflict between interactionsb andc is resolved by the central component CRP in Figure 6 . We emphasize that the structure of components in this tier solely depends upon the augmented committee coordination algorithm. Incorporating a centralized algorithm results in one component CRP as illustrated in Figure 6 . Other algorithms, such as ones that use a circulating token [2] or dining philosophers [1, 9] result in different structures in this tier and are discussed in detail in [7] . The interface between this tier and the Interaction Protocol involves ports for receiving requests to reserve an interaction (labelled r) and responding by either success (labelled ok) or failure (labelled f ). 
CASE STUDY
In this section, we use a jukebox example to illustrate our deprioritization transformation and conduct experiments to study the effectiveness of our method (see the models in Figures 7 and 8) . This model represents a system, where a set of readers (R 1, . . . , R4) need to access the data located on discs (D 1, . . . , D4). A reader may need any disc. Access to the disc is managed by jukebox components (J 1, J2) that can load any disc to make it available for reading. Each pair (D i, J k ), i ∈ {1 · · · 4} and k ∈ {1, 2}, has two interactions: (1) a load i,k interaction for loading the disc in the jukebox and an unload i,k interaction for unloading it. Each reader R j is connected to a jukebox through a readj interaction. During the test, we simulate execution of interactions by waiting a given amount of time. Namely, we wait 100ms for load /unload and 500ms for read. Figure 8 presents the behaviour of atomic components and the data transfer on interactions. To ensure that all discs are eventually loaded, each jukebox keeps a list of discs to load, namely to load. Each time a disc is loaded, it is removed from the list by the load transition in the jukebox component. The guard of a load interaction prevents the disc to be loaded if it is not on the list. When the to load list becomes empty, it is reinitialized to the set of all discs on the unload interaction. The variable current contains the identity (i.e., 1 . . . 4) of the disc currently loaded in the jukebox, and is updated by the load interaction. In order to ensure that the reader gets the correct data, a guard on the {read , data} interaction holds, only if the disc in the jukebox (current) is the one to be read (to read ). Each reader has a sequence of 2 discs to read. The variable to read contains the id of the next disc to be read. It is initialized with the first value (not shown in the figure), and is updated after the first read. This model has finite runs: the execution terminates when all readers have read the two discs they needed.
We consider two versions of the model. The first model, denoted B ∅ , does not contain priorities. The second model, denoted B π , is the B ∅ restricted by two types of priorities:
• Priorities to enforce termination. We give priority to the read interactions over the unload interactions. Formally, it corresponds to the sets of priorities Since each disc is eventually loaded, each read interaction will take place and the execution terminates. Otherwise, sequences of load /unload interaction could occur forever. Note that here, assuming fairness ensures that the model eventually terminates.
• Priorities to speed up execution. By inspecting the discs requested by the readers, we know that some discs are more often needed than others. Thus, we give higher priority to the corresponding load interactions. Here, we give higher priority to Disc 1 in Jukebox 1 by adding the following set of priorities:
For both versions B ∅ and Bπ, we generate the corresponding deprioritized modelsB ∅ andBπ. In Table 3 , we present the size -the number of atomic components and the number of interactions -of these different models, in the columns labelled "Orig.". We then apply the transformation provided in [7] to the models B ∅ ,B ∅ , andBπ to obtain a distributed version of each model including a centralized scheduler 2 . The number of Send/Receive components and interactions contained in the distributed version of these models is given in the columns labelled "S/R" in Table 3 . We simulate the execution of these models on two different platforms. The first one is centralized, where only one processor is available to execute all components. The second one is fully decentralized, where each atomic component has its own processor. We assume that executing a load, unload or read interaction completely blocks the processor. For each couple (model, execution platform), we measure the average time of terminating executions. The results are presented in Table 3 .
As mentioned earlier, we applied our deprioritization transformation to model B ∅ although we can directly obtain a distributed model. By comparing the execution times of B ∅ andB ∅ on the centralized platform, we observe that our deprioritization transformation does not introduce a significant overhead, even if it increases the number of components and interactions. More importantly, the distributed execution ofB ∅ is almost twice faster than B ∅ . This is due to the fact all time consuming computations in B ∅ are on interactions, which are all executed on the same processor (the one hosting the scheduler). When switching toB ∅ , these interactions are executed by the manager components and, hence, run concurrently on different processors.
Furthermore, the modelB π runs faster than B ∅ on a centralized platform. In this scenario, priorities enforce a better scheduling -we first load the discs that are often used and we do not perform an unload if a reader has something left to read -and thus reduce the total execution time. Again, switching to decentralized execution gives almost twice better results, as (time consuming) interactions are now running concurrently.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an automated method to derive correct distributed implementation from high-level component-based models encompassing prioritized multiparty interactions. Our method consists of three steps: (1) one transformation to deprioritize the initial model, (2) a transformation from [6, 7] that generates a distributed model from the deprioritized model by resolving interaction conflicts, and (3) a final transformation from the distributed model into C++ code. All steps preserve observational equivalence between the input and output models. We illustrated our approach using a non-trivial example and presented encouraging experimental results.
There exist several research directions for future work. First, more rigorous and deeper case studies and experiments are needed to completely understand the overheads introduced by our transformations. Since deprioritization is an independent step of our method and is isolated from conflict resolution (i.e., step two), one can study the overhead of each step separately. Another direction is to devise a committee coordination algorithm for conflict resolution that takes priority issues into account. This allows us to incorporate such an algorithm directly in our 3-tier model [7] . This approach can potentially have less overhead than the one presented in this paper. Finally, one can speed-up distributed execution of models with priorities by detecting disabled interactions as early as possible. Such detection can benefit from knowledge-based methods (e.g., [3] ).
